
www.krehalon.com

We are manufacturers and distributors of high quality barrier films, bags and 
casings for the fresh food industry. Our depth of experience enables us to 

deliver innovative food packaging that maximises shelf life and visual appeal. 

With over 40 years’ experience, our expert approach to automation, 
packaging and presentation solutions, quite literally makes us stand out. 

Krehalon are the seal of 
quality in the fresh food, 

shrink packaging industry

That’s why partnering with us is 
proven to deliver sustainable 
long-term commercial gains. 
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FLOVAC™ FILMS
KREHALON

Heat shrinkable films to run on Flowrap lines



FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Clarity and gloss
For MAP retail packs, Flovac™ films offer 
brilliant clarity and gloss for a glasslike, clear 
view of your MAP retail packs.

Excellent anti-fog (AF) properties are also 
available.

Excellent EVOH barrier
Our Flovac™ films preserve the quality of 
your product from the point of packing to the 
ultimate consumer.

Excellent sealability 
and machinability
Krehalon Flovac™ films have a wide sealing 
range that can run on most HFFS flow 
wrapping and tray lidding machines, ensuring 
high packing speeds and  
reduced leakers.

High strength
Krehalon Flovac™ films are able to offer 
unmatched in-built puncture protection for 
your most demanding high abuse cheese 
applications (e.g. hard cheeses such as 
Parmesan and Pecorino Romano). This 
benefits customers with less packaging 
waste and fewer pack returns.

Controlled shrinkability
Krehalon’s innovative proprietary technology 
allows controlled shrinkage for various 
applications from low shrink to high shrink, 
subject to product specification and customer 
requirements.

KREHALON FLOVAC™ FILMS  
Krehalon Flovac™ films are multilayer heat shrinkable 
films which use innovative proprietary technology that 
makes them ideal for flow wrapping and tray lidding 
applications where packing of irregularly shaped products 
might be required. Flovac™ patented structure enables 
a unique combination of gas and moisture barrier with 
excellent sealability to ensure great performance on a wide 
range of flow wrapping and tray sealing machinery.

The controlled barrier, high shrink and special optical 
properties of Krehalon Flovac™ films help bring protection 
as well as glasslike, clear presentation to all your products.

Preserving Quality Together

www.krehalon.com

Types

Krehalon Flovac™ films are available in 
several types dependent on application 
and packaging machinery:

•  FLO21-VC is used for Shrink Bag 
Replacement (SBR™), utilizing HFFS 
flow wrap machinery that allows 
automated product loading. Packs are 
then vacuum sealed and shrunk for a  
skin-tight presentation.

•  FLO21-F has been developed to  
suit medium or high gassing  
cheese applications.

Most types of Flovac™ film are 
available in various grades, colours and 
thicknesses.

Environmentally friendly

Our patented, chlorine-free film technology can provide 
significant material thickness savings over the competition.

Printing and colouring

Our printing department is equipped with a fully automated 
flexographic printing press which is suitable for all types of 
our proprietary technology materials and can print up to 10 
colours, in register on both sides. Many years of experience in 
printing thermoformable and/or shrinkable materials result in a 
superior print expertise, ensuring optimal quality and flexibility.

Our packaging performance gives your branded product an 
outstanding appearance.

That is why partnering with Krehalon is proven to deliver 
sustainable long term commercial gains.
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